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Abstract: Sememe is the smallest semantic unit for describing real-world concepts, which improves
the interpretability and performance of Natural Language Processing (NLP). To maintain the
accuracy of the sememe description, its knowledge base needs to be continuously updated, which is
time-consuming and labor-intensive. Sememes predictions can assign sememes to unlabeled words
and are valuable work for automatically building and/or updating sememeknowledge bases (KBs).
Existing methods are overdependent on the quality of the word embedding vectors, it remains a
challenge for accurate sememe prediction. To address this problem, this study proposes a novel
model to improve the performance of sememe prediction by introducing synonyms. The model scores
candidate sememes from synonyms by combining distances of words in embedding vector space and
derives an attention-based strategy to dynamically balance two kinds of knowledge from synonymous
word set and word embedding vector. A series of experiments are performed, and the results show
that the proposed model has made a significant improvement in the sememe prediction accuracy.
The model provides a methodological reference for commonsense KB updating and embedding of
commonsense knowledge.

Keywords: natural language processing; knowledge base; commonsense; sememe prediction;
attention model

1. Introduction

In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), knowledge bases (KBs) play an important
role in many NLP tasks. They provide rich semantic information for downstream tasks such as
semantic disambiguation using WordNet’s categorical information [1], bilingual embedded learning
based on a multilingual KB [2]. Besides, recent researches have demonstrated that the introducing of
KBs, especially commonsense KBs, not only improves the interpretability and performance of natural
language processing task but also reduces the training time for machine learning [3–5].

In the commonsense KB of natural language, sememe denotes a single basic concept represented
by words in Chinese and English. Linguists pointed out a long time ago that sememes are finer-grained
semantic units than words [6], and a similar point is made in the theory of the universals of language [7].
For example, sememe is used as a basic representation object to reveal the relationship between
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concepts and properties they possess in HowNet, which is a well-known Chinese general KB [8].
HowNet employs linguists to artificially define some 2000 sememes as the smallest, most basic units of
meaning that cannot be subdivided. It uses these sememes to annotate over 100,000 words and phrases.
So far, HowNet has been successfully applied to a variety of NLP tasks, such as word similarity
computation [9], semantic disambiguation [10], sentiment analysis [11], and improving word vector
quality [12], and evaluating the semantic reasonableness of sentences [13].

The continued emergence of new words and the semantic evolution of words, facilitated by the
increase in human communication capabilities and methods, has made it necessary to frequently
enrich and update KBs. However, manually labeling sememes of words is a time-consuming and
labor-intensive process. Besides, it can also suffer from inconsistent annotation results if the peoples
who label sememes are not a domain knowledge expert. Benefiting the semantic information contained
in the pre-trained word vectors, Xie, R., et al. [14,15] proposed a series of automatic labeling methods
based on word vectors. These methods model the association between word vector representations by
collaborative filtering or matrix decomposition methods, achieving automatic assigning sememes into
unseen words.

However, there still remain challenges in accurately predicting sememes of unlabeled words.
One of the challenges is that the performance of the model is highly dependent on the quality of the
pre-trained word embedding vector. Furthermore, the word vector model is relatively simple, and the
word vectors it constructs may not fully represent the senses of words in the real world. Table 1
illustrates a real-world example of the word “Shen Xue (申雪)”, which means “redress an injustice”.
In Table 1, the similar words of the word "Shen Xue (申雪)" in the word embedding vector space
are more similar to skating, because there is a famous skater named “Shen Xue (申雪)”. That is to
say, sometimes a word’s embedding vector does not capture its semantics well. This may be due to
the fact that most language models learn vectors based on the assumption that co-occurrence words
are similar. We argue that the obtained word-embedding vectors mainly present correlations between
words, rather than similarities between words.

Table 1. Comparison of the synonyms words and the top similar words in embedding space of “Shen
Xue (申雪)”.

Metric Words Similarity in Embedding Space

Top similar words in embedding vector

Skating (滑冰) 0.617
winter Olympics (冬奥会) 0.573

Speedskating (速滑) 0. 536
Ice Arena (冰场) 0. 471

Gymnastics (体操) 0.466

Synonyms

complain of an injustice (叫屈) 0.136
appeal for justice (申冤) 0.122
cry out for justice (喊冤) 0.036

exonerate (昭雪) 0.057

True sememes Corrections (改正), result (结果), error (误)

To address the problem, we propose to use synonyms to improve the performance of the sememe
prediction. Compared to word embedding vectors, synonyms are more consistent with human
cognition, thus providing more solid references for predicting sememe. More importantly, synonym
acquisition does not require a lot of training like word embedding training. Assigning synonyms of
words does not require specialized knowledge, thus it can be done by volunteers.

This study aims to improve the prediction accuracy of the sememes of unlabeled words by
introducing synonyms. Our original contributions include: (1) By introducing synonym knowledge,
a sememe prediction model is explored from the perspective of word similarities rather than word
correlations. (2) An attention-based sememe prediction model that incorporates information on
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synonym sets and word embeddings is developed to optimize the prediction effect through an
attention strategy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related works and
illustrate the limitations that remain. Section 3 details how the proposed model works. The dataset
and evaluation experiments are presented in Section 4. We discuss several major factors that may affect
model performance in Section 5. Section 6 concludes our work.

2. Related Work

Many KBs have been built recently for understanding the processes of NLP and improving the
performance of NLP. One type of KB is known as commonsense KB, such as WordNet [16], HowNet [8],
and BabelNet [17]. Compared to other types of KBs, such as Freebase [18], DBPedia [19], and YAGO [20],
those manually defined commonsense KBs are richer in human knowledge and provide promising
backing for various NLP tasks.

Considering that commonsense knowledge is increasing and evolving, it is important to update
the commonsense KB, such as sememes of words, by automated approaches. The core of the automated
process is to build intelligent algorithms that can accurately predict the sememes of unlabeled words or
evolved words. To obtain higher accuracy, the algorithms may need to leverage all available knowledge.

One line of work that predicts sememes of unlabeled words was initiated using word embedded vectors.
It assumes that similar words in word vector space should share the same sememes, thus sememes of
unlabeled words can be inferred with pre-trained words embedded vector [21,22]. Sememe Prediction
with Word Embeddings (SPWE) model first retrieves words that are similar to the vector representation
of the word to be predicted and then recommends these words to the unlabeled word to be predicted,
which in turn leads to the sememe prediction [14]. The paper also developed models based on matrix
decomposition strategy to learn semantics and semantic relationships between words, including
Sememe Prediction with Sememe Embeddings (SPSE) model and Sememe Prediction with Aggregated
Sememe Embeddings (SPASE) model, and consequently predict the sememes of unlabeled words.
LD-seq2seq treats sememe prediction as a weakly ordered multi-label task to label new words [23].
The models above, however, are limited by the quality of the word embedding vector, and it remains a
challenge to obtain higher prediction accuracy.

To improve sememe prediction accuracy, various data have been introduced into existing
prediction models. By introducing the internal structural features of words to solve the out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) problem, Character-enhanced Sememe Prediction (CSP) model improves the prediction accuracy
of the low-frequency words [15]. The method can alleviate the problem of large errors in the word
vectors for words with fewer frequencies in the corpus. Based on the complementarity of different
languages, Qi, F., et al. [24] establishes the association between semantics and cross-lingual words in the
low-dimensional semantic space, and thus improves the ability of semantics prediction. Although the
above work is very innovative, the employed knowledge is not very closed with sememes, and there is
still a gap between the predicted results and the sememes that should be assigned.

Recently, the Sememe Prediction with Sentence Embedding and Chinese Dictionary (SPSECD)
model have been proposed, which incorporates a dictionary as auxiliary information and predicts the
sememe through the Recurrent Neural Network [25]. The model can account for the fact that some
words have multiple senses, achieving the improvement of prediction accuracy. However, both the
senses of new words and newly evolved sense of existing words cannot be presented by a dictionary
in time, because it also needs time for updating. Especially, the word item in dictionaries is a very
accurate expression, thus it needs more time to carefully revise new items by professional people.

3. Methodology

In our approach, we follow the basic idea of SPWE model, an assumption that similar words
will share sememes. However, we argue that although word vectors can represent some semantic
relatedness between words, it is not sufficient to represent the similarity of words in the real world,
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and thus are limited for accurately predicting the sememes of unlabeled words. Therefore, we employ
synonyms, which embed a more accurate and richer human knowledge, to achieve sememe prediction.

3.1. Score Sememes from Synonyms

In the study, words with similar semantics are grouped into the same set, which we refer to here as
synonym set, T =

{
w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . , wj, . . . , wn

}
, where wi denotes a word. Any two words, wi and

wj, in the same synonym set are synonymous.
A score function is defined to score all the candidate sememes of unlabeled word w, in which

high-scored sememes will be predicted as the sememes of w. For incorporating the knowledge
in pre-trained word vectors, the distance of words in the pre-trained vector space is employed in
the function. The function, using synonyms, can be formulated as Equation (1):

ScoreSPS
(
s j, w

)
=

∑
wi∈T

cos(w, wi)·Mi j·cri (1)

where M is the matrix representing the relationship between words and sememes, and can be
calculated as

Mi j =

{
1 s j is sememe o f wi
0 otherwise

(2)

and cos(w, wi) presents the cosine distance between the embedding vector of w and that of wi.
Different from the classic collaborative filtering in recommendation systems, sememes of most
unrelated words do not include the true sememes of w in sememe prediction task. Therefore, the score
function should give significantly large weight to the most similar words. To increase the influences of
a few top words that are similar to w, a declined confidence factor cri for each word wi is assigned,
where ri the similarity rank of the word is wi. to the word w in embedding space.

3.2. Attention-Based Sememe Prediction

Although synonyms can more accurately depict semantic similarity between two words than
word embedding vector, the number of words existing in the synonym dataset is far fewer than the
number of words represented in the pre-trained word vector dataset, such as Glove [26]. For words that
are not included in synonym datasets, the above score function does not yet fully support the task of
sememe prediction. Besides, prediction accuracy may also be impaired for words with fewer synonyms.
Therefore, we combine synonym sets and pre-trained word vectors to depict the semantic similarity
between words. A straightforward model can be derived, which score recommendation sememes by
summing the scores of the two models using a coefficient of weight, as shown in Equation (3).

ScoreSPSW
(
s j, w

)
= αScoreSPS

(
s j, w

)
+ (1− α)ScoreSPWE

(
s j, w

)
(3)

where α is a hyperparameter, which denotes the weight of the SPS model’s score.
Actually, we found that the predicted sememes based on synonym and based on word vectors,

such as SPWE, were significantly different for different words. Using Equation (2) weights presented
by the hyperparameter α is relatively straightforward, it is not flexible enough to make full use of
knowledge from both the synonym and word embedding.

The study assumes that the weights of different knowledge should vary for different unlabeled
words that are to be predicted. Inspired by [27], this study introduces an attention mechanism to obtain
those weights. One of the benefits of attention mechanisms is that they allow for dealing with variable
inputs, focusing on the most relevant parts of the input to make decisions [28]. An attention function
can be described as mapping a query and a set of key-value pairs to an output [27], where the query
and keys are word vectors; output is the weights of related words. Thus, an attention-based model,
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named ASPSW (Attention-based Sememe Prediction combining Synonym and Word embedding),
is derived, and its score function can be calculated as Equation (4):

ScoreASPSW
(
s j, w

)
= Attn

(
s j, w, W

)
=

n∑
Wi∈Y

aAttn
i Score

(
s j, w

)
(4)

where aAttn
i denotes the weights of contributions to different knowledge for different sememes in the

joint model. The difference can be adjusted according to the distance in the word embedding space.
Based on this, the weights of the contributions of different knowledge can be calculated by dynamically
adjusting the score weights of the knowledge from Synonym and pre-trained word vector:

aAttn
i =


1

2 − log(|Simwe − Simsy|)
i f wi ∈W

1 − log(|Simwe − Simsy|)
2 − log(|Simwe − Simsy|)

i f wi ∈ T
(5)

Simwe =
1
K

∑
wi∈W

cos(w, wi) (6)

Simsy =
1
N

∑
wi∈T

cos(w, wi) (7)

where T is the synonym set of word w; W presents the top K similar words set of w in embedding space
respectively, where K is a hyperparameter; Simwe and Simsy represent the average semantic similarity
between new words and similar words in word embedding and synonyms, respectively; cos(w, wi) is
the cosine similarity between w and wi according to their embedding vectors.

4. Experiment and Results

4.1. Dataset

HowNet: HowNet is a commonsense KB, in which approximately 2,000 sememes are manually
defined. Those sememes serve as the smallest unit of meaning that is not easily re-divided, and more
than 100,000 words and phrases are annotated with these sememes. The structure of HowNet is
illustrated in Figure 1. The example in the figure shows the word “草根” explained in terms of
sememes. The word consists of two senses in Chinese. One is "Grass root", which means a certain
organ of a plant, and the other is “Grass roots”, which generally refers to people at the bottom level
or entrepreneurs starting from scratch. The former is explained by sememes, “part”, “base” and
“flowerGrass”, and the latter consists of sememes, “human” and “ordinary”. To reduce the noises
from low-frequency sememes, the study removed the low-frequency sememes following the approach
in [14] and experimented with only 1,400 remaining sememes.
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Sogou-T: The Sogo-T Corpus is an Internet corpus developed by Sogou and its corporate partners,
which contains a variety of original web pages from the Internet, with a total of about 2.7 billion words.

Synonym dictionary: There are several available synonym data sources, such as the synonym
dictionary ABC Thesaurus, the Chinese Dictionary, HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin from Harbin Institute of
Technology Social Computing and Information Retrieval Research Center, China. In the experiment,
we selected HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin (Extended) as a data source of the synonym set. It contains a
total of 77,343 words. All words are organized together in a tree-like hierarchy with a total of five layers,
as shown in Figure 2. For each layer, each category corresponds to a different code, e.g., “Evidence”,
“Proof” belong to the same category with code “Db03A01”. The lower the layer, the finer the granularity
of the category and the more similar the sense of words under the same node. The study uses only the
lowest layer to construct synonym sets.
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4.2. Experimental Settings

The study employs Glove [26] to obtain the word embedding vectors of all words in the Sogou-T
corpus. To keep data alignment, we removed words that were not contained in the pre-trained word
vectors or not listed in the synonym sets. In the end, we selected a total of 44,556 words from HowNet.
Ten percent of the words are selected for the test, and the rest 90% words are for training.

Models in three state-of-the-art works are selected as baseline models. The first work [14] includes
five models, SPWE, SPSE, SPASE, SPWE+SPSE, and SPWE+SPASE. The second group models are
proposed in [15], including five models variants: SPWCF (Sememe Prediction with Word-to-Character
Filtering); SPCSE (Sememe Prediction with Character and Sememe Embeddings); SPWCF+SPCSE
models that use only the internal information of words and both internal and external information for
the original meaning; and the integrated framework of prediction CSP (Character-enhanced Sememe
Prediction), respectively. The model in the last group is LD-seq2seq (Label Distributed seq2seq) that
treats the sememe prediction as a weakly ordered multi-label task [23].

Follow the settings in [14], all the dimension sizes of word vectors, sememe vectors, and character
vectors are set to 200. For the baseline model, in the SPWE model, the hyperparameter c that controls
the contribution weight of different words is set to 0.8. The number of semantically similar words in
the word vector space is set to K=100, which is the same as the setting in work [14]. In the SPSE model,
the probability of decomposing zero elements in the matrix of word-sememe is set to 0.5%, the initial
learning rate is set to 0.01, and the learning rate drops after iteration, and λSPWE/λSPSE is set to 2.1 in its
joint model, where λSPWE and λSPSE represent the weights of the SPWE and SPSE models, respectively.
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For models from [15], we use cluster-based character embedding [29] to learn pre-trained character
embeddings; the probability of decomposing zero elements in the matrix of word-sememe is set to 2.5%.
For the joint model, we set the weight ratio of SPWCF and SPCSE to 4.0, the r weight ratio of SPWE and
SPSE is 0.3125, and the weight ratio of internal and external models is 1.0. For LD-seq2seq [23] model,
the dimension size of all hidden layers is set to 300, and its training batch size is set to 20. For SPSW
model, we argue the contributions from SPS and SPWE are approximately equivalent, so α is set to 0.5.

4.3. Results

Since a large number of words have multiple sememes, the sememe prediction task can be
considered as a multi-label classification task. The study uses the Mean Average Precision (MAP) as
a metric, which is the same as previous work [14], to evaluate the accuracy of predicting sememe.
For each unlabeled word in the test set, our model and the baseline models ranked all candidate
sememes. Their MAPs are calculated by ranked results on the test dataset and are reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Prediction accuracy: Mean Average Precision (MAP); the best result is in bold-faced.

Model MAP

SPWE [14] 0.5610
SPSE [14] 0.3916

SPASE [14] 0.3538
SPWE+SPSE [14] 0.5690

SPWE+SPASE [14] 0.5684

SPCSE [15] 0.3105
SPWCF [15] 0.4529

SPWCF+SPCSE [15] 0.4849
CSP [15] 0.6408

LD-seq2seq [23] 0.3765

SPS 0.5818
SPSW 0.6578

ASPSW 0.6774

Table 2 shows the accuracy of the sememe prediction accuracies of the baselines model and
the proposed models in the study, where SPS, SPSW, and ASPSW are three models that employ
Equation (1), (2), and (3) as score function, respectively.

The results suggest the proposed models ASPSW had made significant improvements compared
to SPWE model. This experimental result further supports our idea that synonym sets, compared to
word vectors, can more accurately characterize the sememe correlated relationships between words.
The SPSW model has a larger gain than the SPS model, which shows that although the synonymy
forest can provide more accurate semantic similarity, the synonyms provided by the synonymy forest
are limited and rare, so the semantic information provided by the word vector can be combined to
further improve the accuracy of the prediction of sememes. The ASPSW, using attention strategy to
dynamic weigh model significantly, outperforms the fixed weights, which shows that the proposed
attention mechanism is effective in predicting the semantics for different unlabeled words and can
effectively adjust the effects of different knowledge for words to be predicted.

5. Discussion

5.1. The Two Ways of Combining Synonyms and Word Embedding Vectors

Two score functions are introduced in Section 3.2 for combining knowledge from synonyms
and word embedding vector. One is the static SPSW, as shown in Equation (2), and the other is
attention-based ASPSW, as shown in Equation (3). The former score function combines the knowledge
between synonyms and from pre-trained word vector by the hyperparameters, α, and the later score
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function dynamically balances two kinds of knowledge using an attention strategy. To examine the
performance of two models, we performed experiments with a different value on static SPSW, and listed
the results in Table 3.

Table 3. The prediction accuracy of different α; the best result is in bold-face.

α MAP

0.1 0.5820
0.2 0.6023
0.3 0.6222
0.4 0.6416
0.5 0.6578
0.6 0.6718
0.7 0.6787
0.8 0.6764
0.9 0.6674

ASPSW 0.6774

As shown in Table 3, the values of α have made a significant effect on the prediction accuracy.
When it was set to 0.7, the model SPSW achieved the best results, and the ASPSW obtained the
second-best results. Despite an appropriately selected α value, static SPSW achieves better results,
the best and the second results are a little different. Considering the robustness of methods, we argue
that ASPSW is a more promising model for sememe prediction.

To observe the difference caused by models, we performed experiments on random-selected
100 words with three typical models (score function), SPWE, SPS, and ASPSW. The scores of the three
models are recorded and plotted in Figure 3. The figure shows that some of the scores of the SPS model
are close to 0, which may be because the knowledge in the synonym dictionary is incomplete. For a
new word, SPS can rarely find a valid synonym for inferring sememes. In most cases, the prediction
score of the ASPSW model is higher than that of the SPWE model and the SPS model, indicating that
the dynamical weights in the joint model can make full use of different knowledge and avoid false
predictions due to incompleteness or inaccuracy in a single type of knowledge.
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5.2. Impact of the Value of K

The parameter K is the number of similar words in the word vector space used to select candidate
sememe. As a hyperparameter, the size of K may affect the prediction accuracy of the proposed model.
To examine the effect of the value of K, we set the value K from 10 to 100. The accuracies of SPWE and
the proposed model, ASPSW, are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Prediction accuracy of the SPWE and ASPSW models under setting different values of k;the
best results are in bold-face.

Nearest Word Number SPWE ASPSW

10 0.5478 0.6724
20 0.5566 0.6762
30 0.5587 0.6773
40 0.5597 0.6778
50 0.5602 0.6778
60 0.5605 0.6776
70 0.5606 0.6775
80 0.5608 0.6777
90 0.5609 0.6777

100 0.5610 0.6774

As shown in Table 2, ASPSW provides great prediction accuracy; even the value of K is set to
small values. When K is set to larger than 20, the prediction results tend to be stable, indicating that the
model has good robustness. From this, it suggests that smaller numbers of the most similar words will
cover the semantics of the words, thus achieving a quite accurate prediction of sememes. The results
further confirm that in Table 1, although the synonym KB provides a few synonyms, it is still possible
to reach an accuracy that exceeds the baseline. As the values of K increase, the prediction accuracy of
the model improves. In the process, the prediction accuracy of the ASPSW model is kept well above
the accuracy of the baseline model, SPWE, demonstrating the validity of the ASPSW model.

5.3. Calculation Performance Analysis

In the experiment, we examined the time efficiency of different models on predicting the sememes
of unlabeled words. As shown in Table 5, we randomly selected 5000 words as a test task for predicting
their sememes with different models and recorded the time consumption of the training process and
prediction, respectively.

Table 5. Time consumption for predicting sememes of 5000 unlabeled words.

Method Training Costs (s) Predicting Costs(s) Total (s)

SPWE NA 2129 2129
SPSE 6510 40 6550

SPWE+SPSE 6510 2195 8705

SPCSE 41,191 2031 43,222
SPWCF NA 334 334

SPWCF+SPCSE 41,191 2417 43,608
CSP 47,701 4656 52,357

SPS NA 22 22
SPSW NA 2169 2169

ASPSW NA 2639 2639

Table 5 shows that the SPSY model takes the least amount of time to accomplish this task.
It benefited from the fact that the model does not contain training the process of the reference words,
synonym, and thus, it does not need to calculate word similarities with word vectors. Actually, all the
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models without the training process spend less time than the models that contain a training process,
because the training process is very time-consuming. Although the SPS model based on matrix
decomposition and SPWCF model based on internal character features of words can complete the
prediction process in a relatively short time, their prediction accuracy still remains lower.

In addition, compared with SPSE and SPCSE models, the SPSW and ASPSW model does not
require additional time for training. The SPSW model based on fixed weights is similar to the SPWEA
model based on word embedding in time consumption. The ASPSW model based on an attention
mechanism can also improve the prediction accuracy of sememes without significantly increasing
time consumption.

5.4. Case Study

In the case study, we give further analysis by detailed examples to explain the effectiveness of
our model.

Table 6 lists the results of some of the SPWE model and ASPSW model sememe predictions.
Each word shows its top five predicted sememes, in which the true sememes are in bold. As it can
be seen from the table, ASPSW predicts the true sememes in their top positions, thus showing that
the finding of semantically similar words is crucial for the sememe prediction of words. In the SPWE
model using the word vector only, the corrected predicted sememe of words such as “saber” and “pull,
social connections” do not rank in top positions. For the word “saber”, the vector-based model focuses
more on the semantics of the simultaneous occurrence of the word “knife”, so that sememe “tools” and
“cutting” rank higher than the correct sememe “army” and “weapon”. With the introduction of the
synonym set, the ASPSW model can compensate for the inability of word embedding to accurately
define semantics and make the recommended sememe for “saber” more biased towards the sememes
of “army” and “weapon”. In addition, for words such as “appease” and “old woman”, the SPWE
model failed to predict correct sememes. For example, the SPWE model does not capture the semantic
information of the word “appease”, and the recommended sememe is all semantics that is not closed to
“appease”. The introduction of the ASPSW model with a synonym set achieves good prediction results,
which further demonstrates that word embedding has a significant gap in the capture of semantic
information from the synonym set.

Table 6. Comparison of sememe prediction examples for the SPWE and ASPSW models, the sememes
in bold font are the true sememes for each word.

Words Top 5 Sememes with SPWE Top 5 Sememes with ASPSW True Sememes

Saber (军刀)
tools, Cutting, Breaking,

Army, Weapons (用具,切削,
破开,军军军,武武武器器器)

army, weapons, tools, cutting,
piercing (军军军,武武武器器器,用具,

切削,扎扎扎)

Army, Weapons,
Piercing (军,武器,扎)

Kindergarten
(幼儿园)

place, education, teaching,
learning, people (场场场所所所,教育,

教,学习,人人人)

place, people, children, care,
education, people

(场场场所所所,人人人,少少少儿儿儿,照照照料料料,教育)

people, place,
children, care (人,
场所,少儿,照料)

special column
(专栏)

Chinese, books, publishing,
news, time (语文,书书书刊刊刊,出版,

新闻,时间)

book, special, Chinese,
publishing, news (书书书刊刊刊,特特特别别别,语

文,出版,新闻)

Parts, Books, special
(部件,书刊,特别)

appease (息怒) person, be kind, answer, sit,
emperor (人,善待,答,坐蹲,皇)

emotion, angry, stop, person, be
kind (情情情感感感,生生生气气气,制制制止止止,人,善待)

emotion, angry, stop
(情感,生气,制止)

pull, social
connections

(门路)

rich, become, method, person,
intimate (富,成为,方方方法法法,人人人,

亲亲亲疏疏疏)

method, person, intimate,
success, road (方方方法法法,人人人,亲亲亲疏疏疏,

成功,道路)

person, method,
intimate (人,方法,

亲疏)

old woman (妪)
crying, poultry, shouting,

diligent, surname (哭泣,禽,喊,
勤,姓)

person, elderly, female, crying,
poultry (人人人,老老老年年年,女女女,哭泣,禽)

person, elderly,
female (人,女,老年)
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To better illustrate the difference effect over different words, we took two more words as an example,
and distinguish their similar words by whether they contain correct sememes in the pre-trained word
vector space. As shown in Figure 4a, the top similar words to word “申雪” in the vector space do
not contain the sememe that should recommend the word “申雪”. For the unlabeled word “便士”,
as shown in Figure 4b, the words which contain the same sememe with it are clustered around it in the
vector space. The two examples show that there is a very clear deviation in the distribution of similar
words in word vector; this may be caused by the fact that the language model of generating word
embedding vectors is inferred from word co-occurrence instead of similar semantics. To overcome
those deviations, we suggest again that it is very necessary to combine the synonym and pre-trained
word vector for better understanding word embedding vectors and improving the performances of
various downstream tasks.
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the true sememe for unlabeled word because the word and the unmarked word do not contain the
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we propose to predict the sememes of unlabeled words by introducing a synonym.
An attention-based model, ASPSW, is developed that incorporates similar relationships in the synonym
set into the sememe prediction decisions. A series of experiments are performed, and the results show
that the proposed model has made a significant improvement in the sememe prediction accuracy.
This study suggests that the dynamical fusion of knowledge from different sources is expected to
enhance the ability to perform NLP tasks, especially in the absence of training samples.

In our future work, we will make the following efforts: (1) There is a tree-like hierarchy structure
in HowNet dataset, and we plan to merge the hierarchical relationships between the sememes into
future prediction models, which may improve the accuracy of sememe prediction; (2) more synonym
datasets, including WordNet, will be combined to improve the performance of sememe prediction.
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